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Instructions for Agents in Charge of LifeSkills Regional Contests
Before the contest: 
1. 	Recruit volunteers and agents who will be assisting with contest. You will need the following: 
	1 to 2 individuals to facilitate each center. There will be four unique centers. Specialist will prepare two identical sets of boards for the centers to facilitate moving contestants through more quickly if needed. Depending on your region’s participation, you may decide to use either one or both sets, and recruit volunteers accordingly.

Scorekeepers: A minimum of 2 people to record and tally scores on score sheets 
Additional helpers to guide members to appropriate stations provide crowd control and serve as runners to take score sheets to the scorekeepers. Two helpers--one for individual centers and one for the team center--are recommended. 

2. Gather supplies needed for the contest. You will need the following: 
	Four LifeSkills centers developed by FCS specialists available from FCS specialist coordinating LifeSkills. 

Score sheets for each center and handouts needed to complete the activity available from FCS specialist coordinating LifeSkills. 
Pencils for every student.
Individual cards with a list of names of the centers available from FCS specialist coordinating LifeSkills. 
Any awards your region has decided to present. 

On the day of the contest: 
	Arrive in time to set up tables for centers and arrange seating for students. Set up tables with adequate room between centers. It works well to set up tables for individual contests in one area of the room and team contests in another area.  

Arrange centers on tables so that the back of the display boards face the students waiting to participate. Each center is numbered on the back with the name of the center. 
As volunteers and agents arrive, describe their responsibilities at the center. Explain how the center and scoring works. Review the scoring procedures for scorekeepers and explain duties to helpers. 
Divide the students into two groups. Have approximately three quarters of the group begin the individual centers and the remaining groups the team center. 
	Explain how the contest will work and when awards will be presented. If they have questions, they are to ask the helper on their side of the room or the facilitators at the centers. 
	Students are to line up behind the back of the centers where they cannot hear the answers to any questions that require oral responses. They are to choose the shortest lines, complete the activity, and move to the next shortest line. 
Ask students doing the team centers to stay together as a team. Once the team has completed all of the team centers, they will go to the individual centers and proceed at an individual pace. 
Ask students doing the individual centers to complete each center and wait on their team to finish before proceeding to the team centers. 
Students completing all the centers should leave the room to reduce crowd noise. 
	Tally scores and conduct award presentations. 
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